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Hand Magnifiers 

5215 Coil 1.7x 96x71mm  £31.00 

5216 Coil 2.3x 96x71mm  £37.50 

5203 Coil 3x 81mm   £37.50 

5204 Coil 4x 80mm   £40.00 

5206 Coil 6x 50mm   £25.00 

5247 Windsor 4.42 x 48mm   £6.00 

5248 Windsor 2.6x 70mm   £7.00 

5249 Windsor 2.3x 98mm       £8.00 

 

2655/175 2.75x 100x75mm  £59.00 

2655/150 3x 100x50mm  £55.00 

2655/750 3.5x 70x50mm  £55.00 

2655/70 4x 70mm    £51.00 

2655/60 5x 60mm    £44.00 

2655/50 6x 50mm   £35.00 

 

 SV5P                                   £17.50 

Jumbo 2x magnification with 4x                

insert, at 125mm, has the largest          

available field of view. 

 SV5P-LED                           £22.50 

As above but includes LED illumination. 

Requires 1 x AAA battery. 
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1711                                                     £21.50 

Eschenbach 5x Sliding Pocket 30mm  

 

Classic Chrome Magnifiers 

C50S 3x 50mm         £9.00 

C63S 2.5x 63mm        £10.00 

C75S 2.2x 75mm        £11.00 

C90S 2x 90mm        £13.00 

C100S 1.75x 100mm      £14.50 

 

Pocket Magnifiers 

New illuminated version and                         

non- illuminated pocket magnifiers. 

1710/4   4x 35mm      £21.00 

1710/7   7x 35mm      £22.00 

1710/10 10x 35mm      £23.00 

152094   4x 35mm LED    £40.00 

152097    7x 35mm LED    £40.00 

1520910 10x 35mm LED         £40.00 

Eschenbach, high quality       

folding pocket magnifiers 

1740/60 3.5x 60mm   £22.50 

1740/30 6x 30mm    £18.50 
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Pendant Magnifiers 

21361 Pendant 40mm 3.5x Gold  £70.00 

21362 Pendant 50mm 3.5x Silver  £54.00 

Pocket Magnifiers 

PL1                                        £8.50 

Pocket LED magnifier. 2x magnification       

with 4x insert. Dimensions 85x55x8mm.  

Battery supplied.    

Easy Pocket 

     Credit card format.                                   

LED illumination pop-up action. 

Dimensions: 86x54x6mm 

and New larger XL Version. 

152110 3x Black                      £46.50 

       152111 3x Silver                      £46.50

 152122 4x Blue                        £55.00

 152210 2.5x XL Black              £55.00

 152211 2.5x XL Silver              £55.00 

         

          Stand Magnifiers 

15651 Scribolux                   £99.00  

Specially designed for crossword users.   

Bright, even, and glare-free illumination, 

requires 3xAA batteries. 2.8x magnification 

100x75mm rimless lens. 

5844                                       £37.50 

Coil Flexi Stand fully positional 1.7x 

140x100mm rimless lens on a flexi-arm.                                  

Sturdy metal base. 
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Coil Stand Magnifiers                     

Smaller field for more intricate tasks. 

      5213 Coil 3x 81mm           £40.00 

      5214 Coil 4x 80mm    £42.50 

4206 Coil 6x 50mm    £24.00 

4208 Coil 8x 44mm     £26.00 

4210 Coil 10x 36mm    £26.00 

4212 Coil 12x 34mm    £26.50 

4215 Coil 15x 29mm    £32.50 

Yoyo led magnifier 

Extremely versatile, for a variety of tasks, 

compact portable illuminated, height   

adjustable requires 3 x AAA batteries.       

DN1350 3x 55mm                           £12.00 

 

5855 Coil 1.7x 140x100mm   £24.00          

Ideal for hobby crafts, writing or               

looking at computer keyboards.             

Powerlux 

Powerlux LED illuminated magnifiers. 

Simple to use, the ergonomic design 

promotes intuitive movement on the 

reading material, automatic switch-off.  

158614   3.5x 58mm           £87.50 

158620   5x 58mm    £87.50 

158628   7x 58mm         £105.00 
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Chest Magnifiers 

5820                                                 £17.50 

Coil chest magnifier                                   

1.7x magnification145x105mm lens 

HF66                                                 £15.00 

MagniShine LED chest magnifier                      

2x magnification130mm lens.  

 

COIL LED Magnifiers  

COIL LED Pocket illuminated magnifiers. 

7270  Coil 3x 44mm         £35.00 

7146  Coil 5x 45mm          £35.00 

7147  Coil 7x 42mm          £35.00 

7148  Coil 9x 40mm          £35.00 

       7271  Coil 11x 40mm             £35.00 

         

           COIL Auto Touch 

Automatically illuminates when held. 
 Battery LED Operated versions.  

 

8273  3x 83x59mm            £50.00 

8275  5x 60mm                   £50.00 

8277  7x 58mm               £50.00 

8299  9x 40mm                       £50.00 

8211  11x 40mm                     £50.00 
             

            Battery Compartment                              

left battery  +    -     right battery   -    + 
              requires 2x AA Batteries 
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 FRM5                                          £18.50 

Folding rectangular LED Illuminated pocket 

magnifier, requires three AAA batteries.  

2x magnification 103x63 mm lens.  
 

Mobilux LED 

Design award winning pocket magnifiers.  Easy 

change 2x AA batteries.                

 Supplied with protective case. Extensive choice 

of magnification and with the new Mobase      

they can be also used as a stand magnifier. 

15122 3x 90x54mm   £64.00 

15113 3.5x 75x50mm   £47.50 

15114 4x 75x50mm     £57.50 

15112 3x 60mm     £44.50 

151141 4x 60mm     £44.50 

15115 5x 58mm     £46.50 

15116 6x 58mm     £47.50 

15117 7x 35mm     £41.00 

151110 10x 35mm     £41.00 

151112 12.5x 35mm    £44.00 

 

1511001  3x-3.5x-4x MoBase          £12.50 

1511002  5x – 6x MoBase  £12.50 

1511003  7x MoBase         £12.50 

      1511004  10x – 12.5x MoBase £12.50 
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    Dart Illuminated magnifiers 

Bright LED illumination, pocket style 

3x AAA batteries included. 

170601 2.5x 100mm   £53.50 

 

170801 3x 50x100mm          £53.50 

 

171201 4x 72mm            £51.50 

171601 5x 60mm            £50.00 

172001 6x 57mm                 £50.00 

 

172401 7x 51mm           £51.00 

172801 8x 35mm           £50.00 

173601 10x 35mm           £50.00 

 

174401 12x 35mm           £50.00 

175201 14x 35mm   £50.00 

        

           Budget LED Magnifiers 

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries. 

SV-3LP  4x75mm LED         £17.50 

SV-5LP  5x60mm LED         £17.50 

SV-2LP  7x40mm LED         £14.50 
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SV23L                                            £18.50 

Folding rectangular LED Illuminated 

pocket magnifier, requires one AA battery.  

3x magnification 50x75mm lens.  
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Eschenbach 

System Vario Heads and Handle 

 

158263 2.8x 100x75mm    £49.50 

158063 3x 100x50mm    £46.50 

158173 3.9x 100x50mm    £80.00 

 

155993 3x 80mm     £24.50 

155493 4x 70mm     £28.00 

155393 5x 58mm     £20.00 

155273 6x 50mm     £16.50 

155173 7x 35mm     £13.50 

155073 10x 35mm     £19.00 

155773 12.5x 35mm    £19.00 

 

 

System Handle and Bulbs 

          

     1599144                                      £35.00 

       LED Handle requires 2xR14 batteries 

       

       1545 bulb for 159910                   £3.00 

1546 bulb for mains handle       £10.00 

    Mains handle replacement bulbs twin pack  
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Raylight Handles 

Choose your handle and then the         

head all are interchangeable. 

6260                                           £17.50  

Standard battery handle.                  

Requires 2x R14 Batteries.  
 

6260/01 Replacement bulb.             £1.50 

 

7260/30                                      £27.50 

LED Battery handle.                          

Requires 2 x R14 Batteries. 

 

9260/30                                      £30.00 

Duo LED handle, 2 illumination levels.                           

Requires 2 x R14 Batteries.  

 

Raylite Heads 

7400/01 2.8x 99x73mm     £40.00 

7259/01 3.9x 58mm     £22.50 

7269/01 4.7x 44mm     £22.50 

7279/01 5.4x 44mm     £21.50 

7289/01 7.1x 38mm     £21.50 

7299/01 8.7x 36mm     £22.50 

7309/01 10.1x 34mm     £23.50 

7319/01 12x 29mm      £23.50 

7329/01 14.7x 29mm     £35.00 
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    Bar, Dome & Sheet Magnifiers 

BM70P                     £11.50 

2x 155mm long, with yellow line guide  

 

BM65P                       £12.00 

2x Bar with built in ruler 200mm long  

 

 

2605                                        £27.00 

Eschenbach high quality bar magnifier.    

200mm long 1.5x magnification. 

2606                                         £37.00 

High quality bar magnifier incorporating      

red line guide, chunky design, scratch        

resistant 2x 122mm long. 

2608                                         £53.50 

Larger bar magnifier at 250mm long and          

2x magnification. 

 

 

ULDM2.5BX                              £19.50 

Clear dome magnifier 4x 65mm 

 

14361 Makro Lux Brightfield   £78.50 

Allows entire newspaper column to be read. 

Illuminated 2.2x magnification and measures 

90x35x70mm.  Battery operated.  
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Coil VTM & Clear Readers 

Specially designed to help those with  

Visual Dyslexia, The VTM has shaded 

areas to highlight central text                   

and reduce visual confusion. 

5850/12 Dome VTM Red 1.7x 50mm 

5850/13 Dome VTM Blue 1.7x 50mm 

£21.00 

5850/22 Bi-Axial VTM Red 1.1x1.5x 

5850/23 Bi-Axial VTM Blue 1.1x 1.5x 

£25.50 

 

5850/14 Dome Bright, Red 1.7x 50mm 

5850/15 Dome Bright, Blue 1.7x 50mm 

£15.00 

5850/24 Bi-Axial Bright, Red 1.1x1.5 

5850/25 Bi-Axial Bright, Blue 1.1x1.5 

£17.50 

 

 1605 Reading Stand              £60.00 

Height adjustable, sturdy wooden design                         

fitted with clamp for heavy papers. 

 

16051 Guide rail                     £25.00 

Optional guide rail for 1605 
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Fresnel Sheet Magnifiers 

MS605 A4 sheet magnifier 1.5x          £4.00  

RS8005F A4 Deluxe magnifier 1.5x    £5.00  

 

MS606 Sheet magnifier A5 1.5x         £2.00 

RS8002 Size 93x58mm 1.5x             £2.00 

MS503 Size 130x100mm 1.5x           £2.00 

MS212  Size 65x185mm 1.5x            £2.00 

 

Eschenbach Labo-Clip 

Clip-on to own spectacles, monocular or 

binocular versions. Flip-up style. 

1646/17 Binocular 1.7x     £50.00 

1646/20 Binocular 2x     £50.00 

1646/25 Binocular 2.5x     £50.00 

1646/30 Binocular 3x     £50.00 

1646/40 Monocular 4x     £46.50 

      1646/70 Monocular 7x          £46.50   

 

Daylight Clip-on Specs 

Clip-on to own spectacles binocular      

version includes 4 lenses            

1.75x,2x,2.5x and 3x magnification. 

DN91171 Clip-on lenses            £15.00 
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Magnifying Spectacles                                              

DUO-TV 2.1x Magnification   £39.50 

Spectacle binoculars with the benefit of 

individually focusing lenses for each eye. 

Ideal for watching TV or sporting events.  

Lightweight and have shatter proof double 

lenses. Includes a protective storage case. 

2.1x Magnification. 

16241                                  £62.50 

MAX TV spectacle binoculars 2.1x 

adjustable magnification for distance 

viewing, ideal for TV viewing 

16243                                   £75.00 

MAX EVENT spectacle binoculars with 

mirrored lenses 2.1x magnification, 

ideal for the cinema or theatre. 

16245                                   £72.50 

MAX DETAIL spectacle binoculars, 

adjustable 2x magnification for close 

work, ideal for reading or computer. 

     16244                                    £70.00 

MAX TV CLIP designed to clip on to 

your own spectacles. 2.1x additional 

magnification, ideal for TV viewing. 

16246                                  £70.00 

MAX DETAIL CLIP on to your own 

spectacles. 2x magnification and a 

reading distance of up to 400mm.  

Ideal for reading/computer work. 
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Monocular Telescopes 

Variable focus, single handed use, ideal for 

viewing bus numbers / railway timetables. 

 

4294413                          £80.00 

4x13 Small, inconspicuous design, slides into 

protective case when not in use, ideal for 

both leisure use and visual impairment.  

4294618                                    £125.00  

6x13 Tiny, powerful monocular, roof prism, 

slide away design, with cord and carry case.  

 

4293616                                     £120.00 

Monocular 6 x16 easy to use sliding focus, 

rubberised protective housing. 

4293816                                     £125.00 

As above but a more powerful 8 x16 version 

ideal for viewing bus destinations or train 

timetable boards. 

 

4296825 Adventure                    £90.00   

Eschenbach 8x25 powerful monocular. 

Robust housing is protected by special 

rubber casing, easy grip design, 100% 

waterproof, nitrogen filled body to allow clear 

field of view in any temperature.              

Ideal for outside use. 
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4090/02                             £35.00 

COIL Binocular spectacles 2x         

adjustable magnification ideal for TV                     

viewing, clear lenses. 

 

 

Telescopic Binoculars 

1634 3x distance telescopes        £240.00 

Working distance, 70cm to infinity. 

16344 4x distance telescopes      £275.00 

Working distance, 78cm to infinity 

16362 2.5x near magnification     £240.00 

16363 3x near magnification        £270.00 

16364 4x near magnification        £275.00 

 

 

Watchmaker’s Eye Glasses 

5404 4x Watchmaker’s 83mm           £5.50 

5406 5x Watchmaker’s 62mm           £5.50 

5408 7x Watchmaker’s 42mm           £5.50 

5410 9x Watchmaker’s 31mm           £5.50 

5412 15x Watchmaker’s 23mm       £12.50 

5414 20x Watchmaker’s 18mm       £15.50 
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LED Lighting 

 High Vision LED light’s with a goose neck 

design so you can position the light in the    

right direction and angle. LED generating      

400 lumens of light with a 5w power 

consumption, reducing shadow and   

eliminating flicker. Includes 3 stage touch 

dimming and stands at 38cm tall, comes      

with cable mounted switch mains operated. 

Available in 3 models Desk Lamp,                 

Clip Desk Lamp and Floor Standing       

versions available in white. 

        

1605DW (white)                       £40.00 

 

High Vision LED Clip desk light’s’             

stands at 50cm tall, comes with cable    

mounted switch mains operated. 

       1605-CW (white)                      £30.00 

 

 

High Vision LED Floor standing light        

stands at 155cm tall, comes with cable 

mounted foot switch mains operated. 

 1605-FW (white)                     £65.00 
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      Magnifier Lamps  

DLMP/WH                      £37.50 

Desktop magnifying lamp, positional.  

12w circular fluorescent tube. 1.75x 

100mm glass lens with 4x insert, 

sturdy design, mains operated.    

Also available in a LED version. 

DLMP/LED                     £45.00 

DLMP/Bulb                    £15.00 

12w circular fluorescent tube 

 

D25090 Magnificent Pro £55.00                      

Its 3-in-1 versatility allows it to be     

used as a Floor Magnifying Lamp, a 

Table Magnifying Lamp, and a Task 

Lamp. It’s large 13cm 1.75X semi-

rimless magnifying lens gives you a 

clear view of your work. LEDs 

provide high contrast and accurate 

colour matching, mains operated. 

        

        N4237 Chameleon         £39.50                           

The Chameleon Magnifier is a 

sturdy desk lamp with 3x 

magnification, which features a 

flexible gooseneck that enables 

light and magnification to be 

pointed in any direction. Lens size 

is 90mm, mains operated. 
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Lighting 

One of the most overlooked            

requirements in visual impairment. 

 

250.1XBLK                                        £65.00 

Black floor standing lamp 24w flood light effect 

tube, metal stand with flexible arm for easy 

adjustment 138cm tall. Mains operated. 

 

250.1XBEI                                          £65.00 

Beige floor standing lamp 24w flood light 

effect tube, metal stand with flexible arm for 

easy adjustment 138cm tall. Mains operated. 

 

           

    

     250A/251A                          £10.00 

     24w replacement bulb. 

 

  

 

DN1380                                        £15.00 

Lightweight clip-on lamp is great for crafting, 

or reading. It can easy clip onto a book     

table or laptop. The flexible arm directs the 

light where it is needed.                                   

2 ways to power internal rechargeable battery 

via USB cable or phone charger.            

Charge lasts 4 hours. 
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DN1420                                   £27.50 

Uno flexible LED table lamp.                                  

28 Bright Daylight LED’s.                                

Touch switch dimmer with 4 brightness 

settings. (Floor lamp illustrated).                                 

Dimensions: 12x36x38.5cm.                 

Weight 500g. Mains operated. 

DN1430                                   £42.50 

Uno flexible LED Floor lamp.                                  

28 Bright Daylight LED’s.                                

Touch switch dimmer with 4 settings.             

Dimensions: 21x46x132cm.                          

Weight 3.2kg. Mains operated. 

 

DN1520                                   £32.50 

Duo flexible LED Table lamp.                          

Twin adjustable heads.                                      

56 Bright Daylight LED’s.                                

Touch switch dimmer with 4 settings.              

The 2 heads when open increase                     

the range of illumination.                          

Dimensions: 12x43x38.5cm.                          

Weight 800g. Mains operated. 

DN1530                                    £47.50 

Duo flexible LED Floor lamp.                           

Twin adjustable heads.                                       

56 Bright Daylight LED’s.                                

Touch switch dimmer with 4 settings.             

Dimensions: 21x53x132cm.                          

Weight 3.5kg. Mains operated 
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Floor Standing Lamps 

       New Native Lighting products  

N3173 Luminar (White)              £95.00 

Floor lamp with flexible goose neck that lets   

you direct light exactly where you want it.   

Five different colour settings, five brightness 

levels and an optional slider to focus the light. 

Tactile buttons on the lamp pole make it easy 

to use. Mains operated. 

 

N3183 Luminar (Black)              £95.00 

 Floor lamp with flexible goose neck as above 

also available in Black. Mains operated. 

 

 

 

 

 

D31067                                          £90.00 

      Flexi-vision floor standing lamp with 15w 

energy saving bulb, low heat shade and 

fully positional head, height adjustable 

with anti-trip cable fasteners.            

130cm tall weighs 5.8kg Satin Silver 

finish. Mains operated. 

D15500  15w LED Screw                 £7.50 
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Table Lamps 

D35500 task lamp            £82.50 

Daylight bright inspection workstation          

lamp, LED version.  Providing 250w   

illumination, wide 60cm head, supplied            

with clamp but designed for use with        

Daylight accessories. Mains operated. 

 

D35050                                   £59.50 

Daylight Foldi GO led portable travel lamp     

with added feature, height adjustable and 

rotating head. Folds neatly into its own            

carry case supplied. 4 step brightness control.                    

Runs for 8 hours before charge. Battery low 

indicator. Charging time up to 6 hours.       

Height 30cm, Cable length 1.5 metres.                

Weight less than 1kg or under 2lb. 

DN1370                                   £32.50 

Daylight smart GO led rechargeable travel 

lamp. The internal battery is recharged via 

a USB cable. 6.5 hours of light before 

recharge. Height 30cm Width 10cm and 

Depth 8.4cm.  Cable length 1.2 metres. 

 

N4240                                    £40.00 

Native 2 IN 1 LED Travel lamp.                 

Rechargeable light with built in torch.         

Height 30cm Light diameter 15cm.                      

3 colour temperatures and dimmer control. 

Weight 200g and 2 years warranty. 
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     Rechargeable LED Lamp 

N3181                                        £40.00 

Portable LED height adjustable ZigZag 

lamp. Sleek design made of light weight 

metal. The lamp has 3 brightness settings 

which are displayed through 18 LED lights. 

Built in rechargeable battery which is 

charged via a USB cable supplied. 8 hours 

light when fully charged. Dimensions fully 

closed 20x6x2.5cm when fully open reaches 

up to 30cm. Comes with a 2-year warranty. 

       Portable LED Lamp  

D35070                                      £42.50 

Daylight Twist 2portable LED lamp, light 

turns on & off when head is lowered or lifted. 

The LED’s never need replacing and are low 

in energy consumption. Twist head design    

for full positioning, 3 brightness levels mains 

operated, lightweight, available in white. 

           Rechargeable LED Lamp 

   D35090                                      £65.00  

Daylight Twist 2 Go LED Rechargeable.     

Robust and fully portable with twist head design. 

Rechargeable lamp with up to 8 hours of 

consistent and continuous brightness. 

Lightweight, foldable, and compact 3 brightness 

levels, USB adaptor and cable included. Battery 

power level indicator.  Daylight 6,000K and 95+ 

CRI to see colours accurately. Ideal for crafts, 

reading, work and everyday tasks. 
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 D45200                            £79.50  

Daylight Tricolour table lamp designed       

with bold and visible switches and     

adjustable brightness. The arm and        

shade are fully positional.                           

Light source 15w LED and light colour 

temperature 6,000K / 4,000K / 2,700K.  

Maximum reach 56cm / 22”.                       

Product weight 2 Kg / 4.4lb.                           

Cable length 1.5m / 60”. Mains operated. 

Daylight products 2-year warranty. 

        

         Lighting Portable  

TDL1908                                   £40.00 

Thoughtfully Designed 3-1 portable LED      

lamp with added torch function.                             

The built in rechargeable battery allows           

for long battery life and USB charging,      

making this lamp a useful addition to              

take with you on the go.  

 

Handy Lights 

V-LIT1                                        £9.50 

New portable pocket torch and strip light.           

Fits in your pocket 2 different lights, one                

a LED torch and the other a LED strip light.          

Part of the body is magnetic and also has              

a hook. Battery operated AAA. 
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  Replacement Daylight Tubes 

 D13621 18-watt fluorescent 4 pin  £9.50 

 

 Daylight Energy Saving Bulbs 

       Daylight energy saving bulbs, new 15w led 

shatterproof bulb offer greater illumination, 

available in different fittings bayonet or screw.  

     D15500  15w LED Screw         £7.50 

     D15501  15w LED Bayonet            £7.50 

D15800  18w LED Screw          £11.50 

 

Night Light 1452                         £17.50 

2-in-1 rechargeable night light and torch. 

Always ready night light torch is the perfect 

solution to your security and safety.        

Whilst docked the handy night light will 

recharge and once removed switch the light 

to torch mode for portability. Detects 

movement in the dark in a 3m 110 degree 

detection range. Light weight 70g. 

      

     TDL002                                              £12.50 

Portable LED sensor light. Super bright                  

light via 9 LED bulbs. Size 26cm 10”                   

with built in sensor switch so turn’s on 

automatically if movement is detected.        

Requires 3xAA Batteries.  
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Eschenbach Smart Lux Digital Magnifier  

16502 New Version                £400.00 

Using only 4 buttons and its easy design,       

allows the user to select from 4 magnifications     

up to 15x, cycle through 14 different viewing    

modes and capture and store images in HD . 

Features a generous 5”, anti-reflective screen, 

allowing the user a great reading experience and 

weighing in at only 220g, rechargeable battery. 

 

Pebble HD                                  £540.00  

Pebble HD has a 4.3’’ high-definition screen, 

equipped with a pull out handle this magnifier 

can be used like an optical lens or just fold 

the handle back under and it acts as a stand 

to offer fantastic image quality. Pebble HD 

offers between 1.25x – 13.5x magnification 

and is light weight at only 7.2 ounces, 

rechargeable batteries last up to 3 hours. 

 

 

Smart Reader HD                      £1660.00 

Full page HD camera and OCR system that is  

ideal for reading. Position your document and 

press a button, in a few seconds Smart Reader 

begins to read aloud. Book mode for saving 

multiple pages, volume and speed controls,  

natural sound male or female voices and over     

20 languages available.                                       

Smart Reader is fully portable and weighs just             

over 2Kg. Headphone output. Mains operated.  
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                  Electronic Magnifiers  

        

      CVM-5”                                        £200.00 

This compact magnifier has a 5’’ screen 2 

colour cameras for near and distance. 6 texts 

background colours. Offers between 2x - 32x 

magnification. Rechargeable batteries, It can 

also be linked to a TV weight 210g.  

       

 

Snow 7HD                                    £625.00 

Snow7HD is a 7-inch, high definition, reading 

and distance viewing hand held electronic 

magnifier. Magnifies between 2.2x – 16x in full 

colour. The built-in stand pulls out for easy 

reading. Rechargeable batteries give up to 5 

hours of use. 19.5x14x2.5cm weight 480g.    

        

       MouseMag                                   £59.95  

The Mouse Mag plugs in to your own TV. 

The magnifier unit is the same size as a     

mouse. 7 zoom levels of magnification up     

to 70x magnification on a screen size of 20 

inches. Various viewing modes are available 

if you want a negative image, also freeze 

frame if you want to take a snapshot. 

Supplied with carry case, connection cables 

and mains adaptor. 
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Electronic Magnifiers 

Amigo 7 HD                    £795.00 

 Amigo HD is a fully portable reading          

machine for near work or distance.                    

Displayed on a 7” widescreen LCD. 

Adjustable viewing stand.                           

Auto focus and adjustable magnification    

1.4x-25x. Easy to use tactile buttons and 

28 colour modes.                                  

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery with up 

to 5 hours before charge.  Weight 600g                                

 

Merlin Ultra            from £1970.00 

Merlin is a desktop electronic magnifier       

with all the features you would expect, 

available with 3 screen sizes and offering      

up to 77x magnification. Merlin has easy         

to use controls and can be upgraded              

via a feature pack to provide even more 

functions. Mains operated.                                 

      

DaVinci Pro Full HD/OCR  £3095.00 

DaVinci HD is an electronic magnifier    

with a difference, not only does the 

distance or near view HD camera show 

images on the HD screen, but DaVinci 

HD also has text to speech software so it 

can read the viewed text to you.           

With many options, including camera 

modes and different voices it’s easy to let 

DaVinci HD do the work for you.          

Mains operated. 
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       Protec Polarized fit-over Frame #31 

     F42P#31   Polarised Grey 20%          £32.50 

     F44P#31   Polarised Amber 22%       £32.50 

      Protec fit-over Frame #31 

     F20#31     Light Grey 63%                   £32.50 

     F21#31     Medium Grey 28%              £32.50 

     F22#31     Dark Grey 11%                   £32.50 

     F33#31     Green/Grey 5%                   £40.00 

     F40#31     Amber 18%                         £32.50 

     F50#31    Yellow 87%                          £32.50 

     F60#31    Orange 48%                         £40.00 

             

             Nylon non-fit-over Frame #35 

     F42P#35   Polarised Grey 20%           £32.50 

     F44P#35   Polarised Amber 22%        £32.50 

 

     F20#35      Light Grey 63%                   £32.50 

     F21#35      Medium Grey 28%              £32.50 

     F22#35      Dark Grey 11%                   £32.50 

     F33#35      Green/Grey 5%                  £40.00 

     F40#35     Amber 18%                         £32.50 

     F50#35      Yellow 87%                         £32.50 

     F60#35      Orange 48%                       £40.00 
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        Sun Shields  

                          

 

 

 

  

              Medium fit-over Frame #U 

F20#U     Light Grey 63%                   £12.50 

 

F21#U     Medium Grey 28%              £12.50 

 

F22#U     Dark Grey 11%                   £12.50 

 

F33#U    Green/Grey 5%                   £17.50 

 

F40#U     Amber 18%                         £12.50 

 

F50#U     Yellow 87%                         £12.50 

 

F60#U     Orange 48%                        £17.50 

 

F07#U     Dark Amber 3%                   £37.50 

F08#U     Dark Green/Grey 1%           £37.50 

         Protec non-fit-over Frame #30 

F42P#30    Polarised Grey 20%          £32.50 

F44P#30    Polarised Amber 22%       £32.50 

      

NoIR UV Shields block out 100% UVA,            

B and C to 400nm and 100% IR light.            

We stock a selection of lenses that are 

effective for glare reduction and contrast 

enhancement. Please feel free to contact 

us for any advice you need. 01226762513 
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             BT – Doro Telephone’s 

BT Big Button 200                       £29.50 

The BT big button 200 has very large buttons, 

10 speed dial buttons and 3 one touch dial 

buttons too. This model is also hearing aid 

compatible and comes with hands free option, 

adjustable volume and amplifies incoming and 

outgoing sound. 

Doro 311c                                     £30.00 

This Doro phone has large buttons, volume 

adjustment and has 3, one touch memories, it 

is also hearing aid compatible. 

Doro 312cs                                   £40.00 

The Doro 312cs has all the features of the 

311c but also has hands free option and a 

caller display.                                         

Requires mains power as well as a phone line. 

     Doro BP100W                                £47.50  

The Doro BP100W has large, high contrast 

buttons to allow ease of use,  also features 

hands free, a volume boost of +30db, easy 

access memory buttons and a fast dial system 

to allow quick access to 8 of the  20 phone 

book entries. This handset is also hearing aid 

compatible.  

     Doro BP100W-Duo                       £65.00 

This twin set of telephones are identical to the         

BP100w above. The second handset and    

charging cradle need to be plugged into the 

mains but not the telephone line. 
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      Cordless Landline Telephones 

BT- 4000                                       £45.00 

The BT Big Button 4000 cordless telephone 

features large print keys, storage for 50 phone 

numbers with 8 available speed dials, hearing 

aid compatibility and hands free option making 

this phone accessible to everyone. 

 

BT- 4000 Twin                              £65.00 

The BT 4000 Twin has two handsets to keep 

in different areas of the home. The second 

handset and charging cradle need only be 

plugged into the mains. 

 

BT- 4600                                       £50.00 

The BT 4600 has everything the 4000 has, but 

with an answer machine built into the base 

station. Volume adjustment, large controls and 

up to 60 minutes recording time makes it 

simple and easy to use for anyone. 

 

BT- 4600 Twin                              £75.00 

BT- 4600 Triple                            £85.00  

The BT 4600 Triple is a trio of handsets so that 

fast access is available throughout the house. 

The master base station features the answer 

machine. As all the cordless telephones in this 

brochure are GAP compatible you can use up 

to 5 handsets from any one master base 

station, just give us a ring for more information.        
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     AMP295                                        £55.00  

The Geemarc amplidect 295 has its own built 

in answerphone. The cordless phone is easy  

to use and has many features.            

Adjustable receiving volume. Speaker phone 

and up to 50 number storage book. It is also 

available as a twin version AMP295-2 and 

additional handsets can also be purchased 

AMP295AD. Mains operated. 

     AMP295-2                                      £80.00 

     AMP295AD                                    £40.00  

      

 

      

 

     AMP595                                          £80.00 

The Geemarc amplidect 595 has the added 

feature that the numbers are spoken when 

dialing. This phone is hearing aid compatible 

and adjustable volume control.                    

This phone has many features, and you can 

store up to 50 numbers. Also available as a 

twin set see AMP595-2, additional handsets 

can also be purchased AMP595AD.                 

Mains operated. 

AMP595-2                                    £125.00              

AMP595AD                                    £55.00 
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     Easy to use Mobile Telephones 

 

Doro 780x                                    £135.00 

Doro Phone easy 780x. Three large keys with 

name labels makes this phone very simple to use. 

It also has excellent safety functions and 

assistance button for sending an alarm with     

GPS position. The phone is also water-resistant 

and comes with a charging cradle any other   

mobile or land line can phone this mobile. 

 

Doro 1370W                                  £42.50 

Doro Phone easy 1370 is a basic and simple    

mobile phone. The new version of the 1370 

can receive and send text messages. Easy to 

see white keys on a black keypad   and large 

clear display. Comes with a phone charger 

and is hearing aid compatible. Extra features 

include a torch, reminders, wake up alarm, 

camera, and vibrating ringer. 

 

Doro 6620                                      £85.00 

Clamshell design for answering and ending      

calls with a simple flip. The easy-to-use camera 

lets you take and send photo’s in a snap.         

Large full colour screen with an easy to see 

keypad. Bluetooth, direct memories and SMS 

button, but this phone doesn’t forget its roots,        

it is hearing aid compatible plus emergency 

dialling.  Charger included. 
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     Talking Watches 

      PELRC01 strap                         £40.00 

Gents radio controlled talking watch,                  

tells time and date, alarm function,                   

large 42mm face. Battery operated. 

      PELRC01exp bracelet              £40.00 

      PELRC02 strap                         £40.00 

Ladies radio controlled talking watch,                 

tells time and date, alarm function,                    

28mm face. Battery operated. 

      PELRC02exp bracelet              £40.00 

 

     TWA407 strap                   £45.00 

Gents radio controlled talking watch,           

tells time and date, alarm function,             

clear 35mm face. Battery operated. 

     TWA407.1E bracelet          £45.00 

     TWA407.2 strap    £45.00 

Ladies radio controlled talking watch,            

tells time and date, alarm function,             

clear  30mm face. Battery operated. 

     TWA407.3E bracelet           £45.00 

     PELW01G Gents 30mm face      £29.50 

Talking watch with Gold case and leather 

strap. Easy to use one button operation. 

Battery operated. 

     PELW02G Ladies 25mm face      £29.50 
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                   Talking Clocks 

TKC1000                                      £17.50 

Talking Button clock / day and date with      

clear male voice, volume control and         

simple operation. Wall mountable.                                   

Battery operated requires 3xAAA. 

TDC090                     £17.50 

Talking Button alarm clock. Small and 

portable speaks time, date and day.               

Battery operated requires 2xAAA. 

TDRC100 radio-controlled clock   £29.50 

TCUBE-COMM                             £40.00 

Radio Controlled talking calendar clock with 

clear male voice and fully spoken adjustment 

menu. Requires 4xAA batteries.                           

TCUBE-AC mains adaptor for above     £10.50 

 

TCUBE                                          £31.50 

Talking cube clock. Male voice and simple, 

easy menus for adjusting alarms or the time. 

Battery operated. Requires 4xAA Batteries. 

TCLOCK-VC01                           £35.00 

Talking Radio Controlled analogue clock with  

Day date, time, alarm and light.                     

Battery operated requires 2xC, male voice.       

Also available a new version same radio    

controlled talking clock but with added features 

dual voice and 5 daily alarms.          
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       TCLOCK-Illuminated                  £14.50 

Talking Clock that illuminates when the        

button is pressed.  Also announces the 

temperature in a female voice.               

Battery operated. 2xAA.  

 

TCLOCK-Analogue                       £14.50  

A Simple talking clock with an analogue face, 

just hit the button to hear the time in a female 

voice. Alarm / hourly time available.         

Battery operated. 2xAA.         

      

      TCLOCK-Penguin                           £8.50 

Novelty talking clock. Press the penguin’s hat 

to hear the time and use its wings to alter the 

settings. Battery operated. 2xAAA.            

 

TDC001                                          £12.50 

The smallest talking clock available, attaches 

to your key ring. Speaks the time and date. 

One button operation and an alarm function. 

Clear male voice. Battery operated.  

       

      TW2S                                              £9.95 

Talking watch with easy access button to tell 

the time, also has a wheel to alter settings 

such as alarm or time. Battery operated. 
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        Large Print Clocks & Watches 

CLOCK-S                                    £15.00 

Large easy to see wall clock requires             

1x AA battery 12’’ / 30cm diameter. 

CLOCK-M                                   £25.00 

Large easy to see wall clock requires             

1x AA battery 15’’ / 40cm diameter. 

CLOCK-RCsmall                       £22.50 

Large easy to see radio-controlled wall clock 

requires 1x AA battery 10’’ / 25cm diameter. 

CLOCK-RCJumbo                     £45.00 

Large easy to see radio-controlled wall clock 

requires 1x AA battery 18’’ / 46cm diameter. 

 

WATCH-XL (TDW01)                 £18.50 

XL Jumbo easy to see quartz watch with         

black leather strap. XL face 42mm diameter.       

Battery operated. 

WATCH-Small (TDW02)            £18.50 

Easy to see Ladies quartz watch with               

black leather strap and 28mm face.                

Battery operated.               

WATCH-G                                  £16.50 

Easy to see universal quartz watch              

with black leather strap.                                      

Face 31mm diameter.                                   

Battery operated. 
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            Everyday Talking Products           

     T-Kitchen                                     £44.95 

Talking kitchen scales, metric or imperial. 

Requires 1 PP3 9v battery or can be powered 

by a mains adaptor. 

      

      

     T-Bathroom                                  £38.95 

Talking personal scales, metric or imperial. 

Clear male voice, weight accurate up to 19 

Stone or 120 Kg. Requires 1 PP3 9v Battery. 

      

         

     T-Jug                                             £48.95 

Talking measuring jug, clear male voice 

announces measurements in metric and 

imperial values, requires 1 PP3 9v battery. 

   

TDS001                                         £47.50 

Talking Kitchen scale with easy to see jug. 

Clear male voice and tactile buttons. 

Announces weight in grams, pounds, 

ounces and volume in ml.               

Requires 2 x AAA batteries. 

TDSJUG                                        £17.50 

 Easy to see Measuring Jug.       
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TLLI-ic                                         £11.00 

Liquid level indicator vibrates and beeps when 

your cup is almost full, magnetic, height 

adjustable and tactile.  Battery operated. 

TLLI (RNIB DK127)                     £11.25 

TLabel                                            £5.00 

Talking, magnetic memo recorder up to                  

10 seconds recording time. Use your own 

voice to record any message.                          

1 x CR2016 Lithium Battery included. 

Timer                                            £12.95 

Talking kitchen timer with digital-display,         

water resistant and quick and easy to set,          

this timer counts up or down in hours           

minutes and seconds.  

RAV004-W (Radio White)             £75.00 

RAV004-Y (Radio Yellow)             £75.00 

One button Radio and book player.        

Clicking the one button on the top you can 

play/pause. By holding this button for five 

seconds you change between USB (with 

bookmark function), AUX, Bluetooth, and the 

DAB Radio. Fully portable rechargeable, 

available in 2 colours yellow or white. 

 USB-Player                                  £20.00 

Compact 2” Cube USB player and FM Radio. 

Allows you to listen to Audio Books and music. 

Listen via Headphones or the loudspeaker. 

Lightweight and rechargeable makes it ideal         

for travel, Micro USB lead included.    
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      T-Calc-A4                                     £27.95 

Talking A4 desk calculator with large print 

buttons and display. Volume adjustable 

and with a headphone socket to enable 

private use.  Requires 2 AAA batteries. 

      T-Calc-touch                                £27.95 

       Touch talking desk calculator place your      

finger over the button and hear the number 

before you press. Same functions as a 

standard calculator. Earphone included and 

volume adjustable. Battery operated 2xAA.            

      T-Calc-P                                        £12.95 

Talking handheld calculator with large display   

and volume control also tells time and date. 

Requires 2 AAA batteries. 

Doro-Remote                                £22.50 

Doro simplified remote control. Large       

simple buttons and truly universal, this     

remote learns commands from any existing 

remote control. Requires 2 AAA batteries. 

      EASYTV-5                                     £12.50 

Geemarc Easy 5 simplified remote control. 

Large simple buttons and truly universal, this     

8 programmable remote learns commands 

from any existing remote.  Battery operated. 

EASYTV-10                                   £12.50 

Easy 10 with 20 programmable buttons 

EASYTV-15                                   £12.50 

        Easy 15 with 15 programmable buttons 
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 Magnifying Mirrors 

  Compact Mirror                    £12.50 

  A truly stunning compact mirror, two 

  mirrors, one a true image the other 10x 

  magnification 10.5cm diameter.   

 Travel Mirror                          £12.50 

 Dual mirror, 10x magnification, reverse 

 side a true image, Folds flat for easy 

 transportation. 10cm x 8cm weighs 96g   

 Premier Pedestal Mirror        £37.50 

 Top of the range, 10x magnification on  

 one side and a true image on the reverse,  

 swivel head.  

 Silver finish with chrome detail. 

 Height 33cm Mirror diameter 20cm. 

         Eye Drop Dispensers 

Eye-D1                                         £8.50 

Opticare eye drop dispenser is suitable for      

3 different sized bottles, easy to squeeze. 

Eye-D2                                        £10.00 

Arthro eye drop dispenser for 5ml bottles for 

those with poor manual dexterity. 

Eye-D3                                        £10.00 

Arthro eye drop dispenser for 10ml bottles. 

Designed for those with poor manual dexterity. 
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                       Pill Organisers 

     DS01M                                           £12.50 

Dosett Medium sized pill organiser                   

7 days dosage 28 compartments, 4 per day.          

Size: 155x102x25mm. 

      

     DM04MAXI                                     £16.50 

Dosett Maxi large sized pill organiser               

7 days dosage 28 compartments, 4 per day.          

Size: 205x133x38mm.  

. 

       Ear-Therm                                   £25.00 

NEW Talking ear and thermometer with     

built in LCD display, high quality voice and 

built in LED torch. Measures ambient 

temperature. Requires 2 AAA batteries. 

 

RAVBP01                                     £27.50                                                          

Upper Arm Blood Pressure Monitor easy                  

to use one touch operation. Large back lit 

display screen, and a upper arm cuff.         

Battery operated.                          

 

      RAVBP02                                    £22.50 

Wrist Blood Pressure and heartbeat Monitor. 

Easy to use one touch button operation     

with a large bold backlit display.            

Battery operated. 
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         Walking sticks and long canes  

Stick-W                                     £14.50 

Height adjustable, folding, white                  

walking stick with wrist strap and                

rubber ferrule. (4 Part) 

Stick-Adj                                    £13.50 

White height adjustable walking stick          

with wrist strap and ergonomic handle.           

(2 Part) 

Stick-86                                     £27.50 

White wooden walking stick with                

Crook handle and rubber ferrule.                  

Can be cut to any length. 

Stick-85                                     £20.00 

White wooden walking stick with               

Derby handle and rubber ferrule.                  

Can be cut to any length. 

Stick-Holder WR5                       £5.00 

Clip-on walking stick holder WR5, attaches   

to tables etc. Adjustable design means it 

supports the width of most walking sticks also 

reflective version WR13 new. 

Stick-Holder WR13                    £6.50 

 

T-Ped                                          £12.95 

Talking pedometer announces number            

of steps, distance and calories at the         

touch of a button miles or kilometres.      

Battery operated.                       
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Large print Keyboards 

     Geemarc-KB-STDWB                    £29.50 

Geemarc large print keyboard white on black.                       

Plug and play via USB connection. 

      

      Geemarc-KB-MM                          £29.50 

Geemarc large print keyboard black on yellow                                 

Plug and play via USB connection. 

       

      Geemarc-KB-SVS                       £29.50 

Geemarc large print keyboard black on white                                 

Plug and play via USB connection. 

       

    

PIATNIK Easy to see Playing Cards 

      C1495B Giant Index                  £3.50 

Giant print, standard size, playing cards        

with blue backs or red backs.                                

C1495R Giant Index                  £3.50 

 

 

Infila                                            £5.00 

 Automatic needle threader makes easy 

work of threading needles.                      
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Stationery / Writing / Puzzle Books 

Pen-Fine                                     £1.50         

Sharpie 0.9mm fine black pen 

Pen-Broad                                  £1.50 

Sharpie 2mm broad black pen 

Bump-O (Tactile Marker)           £4.00 

Orange bump-ons, 5mm diameter.                  

72 per sheet. 

Gui-Signature                             £1.00   

Black plastic signature guide. 

Gui-Envelope                              £1.50 

Black plastic envelope guide. 

 

   Large Print Crossword Book   £3.50 

       Crossword Book available in 10 editions.                                     

25 crosswords per book. 

 

   Large Print Word Search Book £3.50 

Large print word search books,            

available in 4 editions. 

   Large Print Sudoku Book         £3.50 

Large Print Sudoku books with                  

extra-large A4 grids and over                         

25 puzzles per book available in 6 editions. 

   Large Print Word Fit Book         £3.50 

Large print word fit puzzle book                   

large A4 grid. 
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     VIPA4TEL                                     £11.00 

     VIPA5TEL                                      £9.60 

     Large print, desk size telephone books. 

     VIPA4ADD                                   £11.00 

VIPA5ADD                                    £9.60 

Large print, desk size address books.  

     VIPA6PDYC (2023)                       £6.30  

Pocket diary A6 size. Full week display. 

 

     VIPA5MD (2023)                           £8.30 

Midi diary A5 sized. Full week display. 

      

      VIPA4DD (2023)                         £10.30 

Large print desk diary A4 sized.                    

Full week display. Includes notes section.      

          

     VIPCAL (2023)                        £7.60      

Large print wall calendar A3 sized.                     

One month per page, weekends highlighted.     

     Pack-VIP A4 Paper                      £4.90 

     Pack-VIP A5 Paper                      £3.95 

     Pack-VIP A6 (2 pack)                  £3.95 

Bold lined writing pad, 100 sheets per pack. 

      VIPA6J                                         £4.75 

A6 jotter with bold lined paper and a        

blue plastic cover    

 

                          



   If you have 

  difficulty in 

selecting a suitable 

    aid. Please contact us 

     and we will help you reach an 

     informed decision. Please note it is 

           vital that you have consulted an eye specialist before 

             acquiring low vision aids you may have an eye condition which 

               requires treatment, ideally, if you have reading glasses, please wear them when 

                  viewing this page, to enable us to advise on potential magnification needs. 

                We are here to help. 

 

   01226 762513    

    www.icswretail.co.uk 
 

http://www.icswretail.co.uk/

